LETTER TO BANGALORE SECTION SECRETARY

Date: 19.12.2017

Dear Sir,

For the election of SAEINDIA Bangalore Section Managing Committee for 2018-20, I have received from your section only TWELVE Numbers of nomination forms as against 20 to be filled. One of them had to be rejected as only one seconder has signed and the second was left blank. No one has withdrawn till the time given for the withdrawal of nominations. This leaves behind only ELEVEN Numbers as valid nominees.

As such there was no need to conduct an election with members to vote for electing their SAEINDIA Bangalore Section MC members for the year 2018-20. The short fall will be filled by the new MC of the section by nomination. Given in the attachment is the list of the members with valid nominations who are pronounced elected. For your record the details of members whose nomination was rejected is also given.

The members with valid nominations are thus deemed to have been elected for the 2018-20 MC, since the numbers of valid nomination from a section is less to the representation number mentioned.

The present Vice Chairman, since elected, will automatically become the next Chairman of the section. The immediate Past Chairman will also be an invitee of the new MC.

Please upload this information in your website.

With warm regards

Mr.R.R.SANKARASUBRAMANIAN

Election and Returning officer – SAEINDIA Bangalore Section